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To Our Readers:
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Faculty Governance Holds April Meeting
JACK P. CARROLL '24
MANAGING EDITOR

Chair of the Board of
Trustees Lisa Bisaccia '78
addressed the faculty during
their April meeting which
was held virtually last Tu·
esday. Bisaccia's presentati·
on covered a range of topics
including the Trinity+ Cur·
riculum, building renova·
tions, faculty salaries, and
the COVID Dashboard. The
faculty also discussed revi·
sions to the January Term
(J-Term) schedule for the
upcoming academic year.
Bisaccia indicated that
many alums have been as·
king her questions about
the Trinity+ Curriculum
throughout her travels
across the country. She de·
scribed the curriculum as
a "core liberal arts curriculum that has been refined
and developed over the ye·
ars both at our college and
in academia in general." Bi·
saccia indicated that the "+"
refers to activities beyond
regular coursework which
provide "context, depth,
and dimension to the Jibe·
ral arts experience." These

activities include study ab·
road, internships, teaching
assistants, research fellow·
ships, and opportunities to
participate in the legislative process in Hartford. Bi·
saccia reported the alums
she spoke with reacted very
positively to the curriculum.
During her presentation,
Bisaccia noted that various
buildings need renovations.
''I think we need to do so·
mething about our science
facilities. I'd like to see us
have state·of·the·art facili·
ties commensurate with our
faculty," said Bisaccia. She
believes the College needs
to continue to build its en·
dowment through philan·
thropy so that McCook, the
Clement Chemistry Bui!·
ding, and the Life Scien·
ces Center can improved.
Responding to complaints
about temperature control
inside various academic
buildings, Bisaccia confir·
med that this issue is on
the Trustees' agenda. She
indicated that renovations
to the heating and cooling
system will be completed in
phases; the south campus
plans will be completed in
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the near future. Bisaccia
emphasized that some of
these pipes are a hundred
years old, and they must
be replaced with caution so
that there are no major dis·
ruptions to the heating and
cooling system. Another

faculty member questioned
Bisaccia about potential
faculty salary increases citing the financial strains
brought on by the pande·
mic and inflation over the
course of the last two years.
see FACULTY on a e 4

Trinity Renames the Chapel of Perfect
Friendship in Honor of the Class of 1963
MELINA KORFONTA '25
NEWSED/TOR
On Monday, Apr. 4, the
Class of 1963 was recog·
nized for its generous do·
nation towards repairs for
the Chapel. Scott Reynolds
'63, P'92, H'll , who is fa·
miliar with the initiative,
told the 'fripodthat around
$3 .2 million was raised to
repair the roof which will
prevent further leaking.
The Class of 1963 will be
remembered in the Chapel
with inscriptions incorporated in architectural fea·
tures. Reynolds indicated
that these features may
include wall sconces and
chandeliers.
A large sum of the re·
cent donation was made by
Gary Knisely '63 from two
matured charitable trusts
that he created around 20
years earlier when he sold
his Manhattan-based exec·
utive search firm .
see CHAPEL on page 3
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"There is no more welcoming place on campus, no matter what your religious affiliation," said
Scott Reynolds '63, P'92, H'll, to the Tripod while discussing the recent chapel donation.
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Springtime at Trinity
has always been one of the
most looked-forward to aspects of the entire school
year. There's traditionally
a sense of rebirth, as so
often comes with holidays
that fall around the just
barely-warmer months of
March, April, and May.
This year however, it's im-

is diflicult to comprehend,
and although it is informa·
tion that may not directly
affect your life, it obviously

resonates. We're allowed
to give ourselves grace.
When it comes to how
you're feeling inside the
Trinity bubble, grace is,
arguably, even more war
ranted. In line with last
portant to acknowledge week's editorial, there are
improvements
that it is a little diflicult to obvious
fully embrace this positive, that can and must be
energized, and optimistic made to make our experioutlook, and that is okay. encee at Trinity better. It's
It's hard to tum a blind eye apparent that students are
to the fact that students aware of this, and aware·
really aren't showing up to nees is a crucial step in the
class, motivation to finish process. It can be hard to
assignments is dwindling maintain a clear perspecin what seems like record tive when we have our
numbers, and even profes- heads buried in our own
sors have been especial- problems, and the greatest
ly slow in their respons- way to combat this is to
es and commuDications. focus one's energy on mat·
There are lots of rea- ters outside of ourselvee. It
sons for this apparent can be easy to preach that
campus-wide ewustion all you have to do is shift
and fatigue. We wouldn't your focus, and much easilabel the reasons as ex- er said than done. We byno
CU888 for slacking, but inmeans discredit how truly
stead, we should give our diflicult it can be to bounce
selves a little grace. The back after tragedy, loss,
world is in need of a little failure, or hurt. We have
more grace, and the events all endured hurt and loss
around the globe over the this semester, we have all
past few months are evi- earned a period of grace.
dence of this. Rattling off
We can go about finda list of everything that ing grace for ourselvee and
has happened, from mul- others by reaching out and
tiple shootings in the past helping others. When we
week alone to increasing step outside of ourselvee
destruction in Ukraine can and our own daily routines,
be cat.egorized as genocide. duties, and commitments
AB clarified in a March 18 to volunteer our time to
New Yorker Op-ed by Phil- others, we become part of
ip Gourevit.ch, according something larger than just
to international law, geno- ourselves. There are outlets
cide does not ~ t l y across campus to do euctly
have to do with the enor- this. Students can get inmity of the criminal acts volved in clube with others
carried out, but rather the who share similar inter
criminal intent behind the eats, volunteer to help othacts. Last week, a Trinity er students by participatprofessor looked to a map ing in the Writing Center,
of Europe, and sighed. She or even refer a friend to the
looked back at the class, coUJ1881ing center to step
then back to the map, and outside of themselves. AB
uttered that she could not the school year winds down
believe this was happen- to a close, it is a good time
ing again. After pausing to consider going to a club
for her words to settle, the meeting you kept meaning
class let out a heavy sigh to make time for, or take
with her. This information a few more minutes to fin-

ish eating lunch and chat·
ting with your friends at
the Bistro. We have all the
time in the world to worry
about our next moves, the
next moves of those around
us, and the uncertainty of
what is to come. However, we also have a choice
of what we dwell on, and
how hard we are on our
selves during trying times.

-KJN

Interested in Writing for
The Tripod? Let Us Know
at tripod@trincoll.edu

NEWS
Chapel of Perfect Friendship Office of Greek Life
Dedicated to the Class of 1963 Reverts to Previous
"I
Wristband Policy
not
continued from page one

wanted Trillity to
1188 the trust proceeds to
meet an important need,•
said Knisely. Knisely was
recognized by President
Berger-Sweeney
during
the ceremony OD April 4th.
"Chapel repairs are a
key priority of the current
capital campaign and we
are very proud of our lead·
ersbip," stated Reynolds
in an email to the Tripod.
These repairs have already
begun and scaffolding and
other equipment is cur
rently located outside of
the Chapel. Reynolds not·
ed that: "The work will
be done as donations are
received to pay for it, so I
don't think there is a deft·
Dite schedule. Once the
leaks have been stopped,
the program to install donated art from a Boston
chmch will continue."
Thia initiative to es·
tablish a fund for the
Chapel began during the
Class's 66th reunion in
2018. Reynolds told the
Tripod that "then Chap·
lain Allison Read invited
classmates to a meeting
in the Chapel where she
BDDOunced that the Chap·
el would be a priority of
the upcoming capital cam·
paign. Donations would be
solicited not only for repairs, but also to upand
chapel
programming."
"Four members of the
Classof196S volunteeredto
join the committee (myaeif,

Tom Calabrese, Bill Howland and Mike Schulen·
berg). Not long after that,
one of our class leaders,
Marshall mume, died very
suddenly. Thia was a terri·
ble jolt to us, and an efrort
was undertaken to think of
ways we might remember
those DO longer with US.
Becauee of the very special
bonds among classmates,
the idea of raising money
for the Chapel in honor of
our classmates surfaced
and was accepted by the
College," added Reynolds.
The fundraiaing for this
special project was led by
Reynolds, Jim Tozer, 1bm
Calabrese, Bill Howland,
and Mike Schulenberg.
Reynolds emphasized that
The Chapel of the Perfect
Friendship was "dedicat·
ed to the ideals that were
already exemplliied by the
Classof1963,aotherenam·
ing of the Friendship Chap·
el in honor of the Class of
1963 was quickly embraced
and broadly supported."
With the continuous
participation and friend·
ship of the Class of '63,
Jim Tozer '63, P'89, '90,
GP'22 stated in the cere·
mony: "There's a certain
pride and a certain plea·
sure among my classmates
that through bonds of
friendabip and our broad·
ly shared commitment to
the Class of 1963 Scholar
ship, our class has stayed
uniquely close to each
other... Given these mul·

tidimensional ties of quite
perfect friendship, why
have the class take a
leadership role in funding
DANIEL J. NESBITT '22
the Chapel renovation in
CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
the name of the Chapel of
The Office of Greek Life
the Perfect Friendship?' is reverting to its previous
Responding to ques· wristband policy for social
tions about his support for gatherings in which Greek
the Chapel, Reynolds told and Social organizations
the Tripod that "There is are responsible for checkno more welcoming place ing student identification
OD campus, DO matter your
and issuing wristbands to
religious af6liation." Reyn· students to distinguish if
olds mentioned that during they are of drinking age. Dihis time as Secretary of the rector of Greek Life and AsCollege, he recognized the sistant Dean of Community
important leadership role Life and Restorative Justice
the Chaplains of the time Trevor Beauford explained
held on campus. Renyolds to the Tripod that generalhighlighted the leaderabip ly, "each Greek and Social
of Steve Charleston, Dan house receive[s] a packet
Heiachrnen, and Allison before every event with a
Read. Reynolds also not· requested number of age
ed that his favorite part of verification bands." Beauthe Chapel was the music: ford also clarified that this
"Starting with Clarence policy had been in effect "for
Waters, then John Rose, the last six years" and that
and Today Christopher "it was a big misconception
Houlihan, Trillity has al· that the policy was new."
ways had a world class
In a Mar. 11 email to
organist, and of course a the campus community,
world class organ." Ren· Beauford announced that
yolds indicated that the re- students were required to
cent move oftheAlbert Sch· obtain a wristband from the
weitzer Festival to campus College beforehand - from
was made in recognition of one of two campus locaTrillity's importance in or tions - to be able to attend
gan music. "So my fondest any social house event on a
memories have to do with Friday or Saturday. In a n
the organ concerts that email to the Tripod, Beaucontinue to this day, sum· ford indicated that this
mer carillon concerts and change sought to "relieve
Lessons and Carols which door monitors from the reI was honored to partic- sponsibility to check the IDs
ipate in several times." of their fellow students."

This modified policy was
"piloted" for a total of two
weeks. "After further review,'' Beauford stated, "for
the remainder of the school
year, we will be returning
to the previous practice."
As the Tripod previously reported, several members of the Student Government Association (SGA)
expressed concerns over the
change in wristband policy
at their Mar. 13 meeting.
Class of 2023 President Jason Farrell previously expressed concerns that the
wristbands would just be an
inconvenience to students
and would not actually affect underage drinking,
which he stated does not
take place in fraternities.
Farrell also expressed reservations that the age distinction of the wristbands
could increase exclusivity
to entering fraternities.
Nayantara Ghosh '22 added
that the wristbands could
be rendered pointless given
that no College official was
monitoring whether social
organizations were abiding
by the policy. SGA President Jederick Estrella '22
told the SGA that he would
relay the concerns to Beauford, but there has been
no communication to the
student body from either
SGA or Beauford concerning the wristband policy
since the Mar. 13 meeting.

Intercollegiate Update: News on Nearby Campuses
Amherst College

Williams College

The Association of Amherst Students (AAS) recently voted to establsl
salaries for AAS officials after the next election cycle, according to ar
article published by The Amherst Student on Wednesday, Apr. 13. Th,
bylaw will extend a salary of $15 per hour to all senators, executiv,
board members, and at-large members on the Budgetary Committee anc
Judiciary Council. The student officials will only be paid for their servic,
during mandatory, minuted meetings that are hosted by the Senate or ani
standing, constitutional, or ad-hoc committee of theAAS. "Hours are cappee
at six hours a week, meaning officials can earn up to $90 a week . Thi,
money will come from the AAS rainy day fund, which the Senate can us,
a vote for any purpose they see fit," reported The Amherst Student. Sine,
he AAS voted to establish wages for its members, other student clubs anc
organizations have raised questions as to whether they can get paid as well.

Williams College has recently reintroduced many COVID healtl
~nd safety protocols, according to an article published by the Th,
Williams Record
on Friday, Apr. 15. Masks are now required ir
iclassrooms, libraries, academic buildings, and indoor athletic facilities,
'1Ccording to the College's Chief Communications Officer Jim Reishce
in an email to the campus community. The Record reported that th,
ightened protocols follow the College's COVID-19 dashboard whicl
l"ecorded 40 postive cases over the course of the past seven days. Ir
!addition to indoor dining and residence halls, masks are not requirec
Mrhile outdoors, and faculty do not have to wear masks while teaching.
~asks a re also not required for guest speakers if they remain a saf,
lciistance away from from the audience. Furthermore, students arE
~at required to wear masks during varsity or club sports practice.

Trinity Campus Safety Report: Apr. 5 - Apr. 12
Tuesday, Apr. 5
Affleck and Allen Place

Wednesday, Apr. 6
On Campus

Sunday,Apr. 10
On Campus Residence Hall

Tuesday, Apr. 12
Atheltic Field

Theft From Motor Vehicle & Vandalism
Open

Larceny· Other Theft
Open

Sex Offense · Rape
Referred to Title IX Coordinator

Larceny· Other Theft
Open
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Board Chair Lisa Bisaccia '78 Gives Addresses Faculty;
Revisions to Future January Term Schedule Discussed
continued from page one

Bisaccia did not indicate
whether the College will
raise faculty salaries and
instead stated "I think, gen·
erally speaking, the College
is committed to equitable
pay for faculty and for staff."
She went on to note that it's
important for the College to
observe the market and see
how other colleges are com·
pensating their employees.
One faculty member crit·
icized the College's current
COVID Dashboard reporting
practices. The faculty mem ·
ber emphasized that the
Dashboard only reflects the
total number of people who
are symptomatic and actu·
ally decide to self-report now
that Trinity's surveillance
testing program has come
to an end. The same faculty
member also noted that less
students are wearing masks
outside the classroom. Bi·
saccia responded that she is
confident the College will act
appropriately should there
be an uptick in cases. "I have
every confidence based on
our prior history, that should

there be a measurable and
sustained uptick, that the
College will move swiftly to
keep the College safe while
still continuing with the op·
erations of the College. We
have people who are rea·
sonable, thoughtful, and
listen to science. I am con·
fident that we will respond
appropriate to any chang·
es in the prevelance rate
or any of the appropriate
indicatros," said Bisaccia.
Professor of English Sar·
ah Bilston then presented
a motion regarding J·Term
courses on behalf of the Curriculum Committee (CC).
The motion would return
J·Term to its pre·pandem·
ic structure: courses during
the term would be an option·
al stand-alone session and
not connected to the fall or
spring semesters. The mo·
tion stipulates that J·Term
courses may be offered in
either a 2/3-week, 0.5 cred·
it course model or a 3·week
credit model. In addition,
0.5 credit J·Term courses
may be offered as co·curric·
ular credits (with the pre·

fix JTRM) or as academic
courses carrying the depart·
mental prefix (with approv·
al from the home depart·
mentl. J·Term courses can
be offered either in-person
or remotely. The motion also
indicates that students may
enroll in a maximum of one

course during the J·Term.
Explaining the rationale
of the motion, Bilston not·
ed that the longer J·Term
sessions were negatively in·
terfering with the broader
academic calendar. ''We were
realizing that the challenge
of having a longer J ·Term
was hitting up against the
start of the [spring] semes·
ter ... that didn't seem a good
thing for anybody's classes,"
said Bilston. Associate Dean
for Curriculum and Profes·
sor of Theater and Dance
Mitchel Polin stated that
capping enrollment to one
course during the J ·Term
would provide students with
the opportunity to engage
in the course in a more fo·
cused manner that is not
possible during the regular
semester. "We want to offer

faculty maxim um flexibility
to offer a course in the best
manner possible appropriate
to the topic of the course in
addition to the environment
it creates when students are
only taking one and engag·
ing in one course during that
period of time," added Polin.
Responding to ques·
tions regarding financial aid
during the J·Term, Vice Pres·
ident for Academic Affairs
and Dean of the Faculty So·
nia Cardenas indicated that
students who are eligible for
financial aid during the ac·
ademic year will be eligible
for aid in the J·Term. "We
can't commit to the amount
of aid because aid packages
are very difficult across stu·
dents. It doesn't mean that
everyone is going to get free
tuition for J·Term, but it will
be commensurate with the
aid package that they re·
ceive during the regular ac·
ademic year," said Cardenas.

George M. Ferris Associ·
ate Professor of Corporation
Finance and Investments
Christopher S. Hoags in·
traduced an amendment to

the CC's motion: "All Jan·
uary term courses whether
academic or co-curricular

must be sponsored by a
relevant academic depart·
ment." Hoag believed that
the motion should clearly
state that courses must be
approved by an academic
department so as to avoid
any confusion regarding
the scope of the motion.
Bilston did not believe
the motion was necessary:
"The system is always that
a faculty member has to pro·
pose a course, that the chair
is involved, and then it goes
through CC ... your's [amend·
mentl might suggest that it's
somehow out of the way we do
things already." Polin echoed
these statements, and he
emphasized that all courses
must be submitted to the CC
through the Course Man·
agement Console (CMC).
The faculty did not vote
on the amendment and
the motion. The faculty
voted to end the meeting
and postpone discussion
on the motion until their
next. meeting on May 3.

Berger-Sweeney Reports on Board of Trustees Meeting
OLIVIA SILVEY '25
NEWS EDITOR

President of the College
Joanne
Berger-Sweeney
provided an update on the
Board of Trustees April
meeting in an email to
the campus community
Wednesday, Apr. 13. Among
these updates were a
resolution honoring the
loss of Jillian Hegarty '24,
the Summit Strategic Plan,
employee
compensation
study, the Trinity College
Alumni
Association's
(TCAA)
report,
and
the
FY23
budget.
Berger-Sweeney began
her announcement sharing
that the Trustees voted
unanimously to pass a
resolution honoring Jillian's
memory and recognizing
the exceptional service
and care that the College's
staff, faculty, and students
provided to one another
during this challenging
period.
Berger-Sweeney
indicated that she was not
present at the Trustees'
Friday meeting on Apr.
8, and that she, along
with Vice President for
Student
Success
and
Enrollment Management
Joe DiChristina, attended
the funeral service for

Jillian in St. Johnsbury,
Vermont
that
day.
The Trustees opened its
meeting with a discussion
of its Strategic Plan for
the College's Bicentennial
in 2023. The conversation
centered around student
and employee experiences,
technology,
information
and analytics, facilities
and deferred maintenance,
and strategic marketing.
The
Trustees
also
updated
Trinity
staff
on
the
compensation
study-which
compares
how Trinity's employee
compensation compares to
other institutions in the
marketplace-that is being
conducted by Segal. She
indicated that the next step
in the study is to conduct
an internal review of the
proposed salary structure.
Afterwards, the College
will share the results and
recommendations of the
study with the campus
community.
Trinity
did not respond to the
Tripod's
inquiries
into
the compensation study.
Berger-Sweeney
indicated that the Trustees
heard reports from the
Faculty Secretary and
leadership of the Trinity
College Alumni Association

(TCAA).
President
of
the
TCAA
Executive
Committee Jamie Szal '06
told the Tripod via email
that the report highlighted
the TCAA's efforts to
revive Trinity's area clubs
following their closure at
the onset of the pandemic.
Area clubs provide alums
with an opportunity to
meet and network in
major metropolitan areas
including Boston, Fairfield
County,
Hartford,
Los
Angeles, New York City,
Southwest Florida, and
Washington,
DC.
Szal
also confirmed that the
TCAA's report highlighted
its plans to host a town
hall event in the fall.
Szal indicated that the
effort to revive Trinity's area
clubs has been spearheaded
by John Ellwood '65. "A
subcommittee of the TCAA,
chaired by John, has begun
the work of reaching out to
those alumni and who had
been leaders of the area
clubs we have identified
as top priority cities prior
to the pandemic for the
purpose of getting more
detailed information from
those individuals about
their continued interest
in serving as area club
leaders, and to discuss

our hopes and plans for
revitalization," said Szal
in an email to the Tripod.
Szal confirmed that the
Trinity Club of Hartford
has returned to regular
in-person
gatherings.
Szal also confirmed
that the TCAA held its
inaugural
Town
Hall
event in February, and
she noted that it was well
received. She indicated
that the alumni did not
express any particular
concerns to the TCAA, but
they did ask numerous
questions regarding the
TCAA and its role in
serving Trinity alumni.
Sza noted that there was
significant interest among
the alums in attendance in
mentoring current Trinity
students. "A substantially
greater number of alumni
volunteered to mentor
students in the most recent
mentorship class run by the
Career Development Office
than there were students
who signed up, and alumni
expressed disappointment
in not matching with a
student this round." Szal
indicated that the TCAA
hopes to hold a town hall
every other month, and that
the next one is scheduled
for Thursday, Apr. 28.

"Our hope for these
events is to provide an
opportunity for alumni
to get to know members
of the TCAA Executive
Committee better; to have
a chance to ask questions
to the TCAA; to bring
their thoughts, comments,
questions, concerns, and
ideas forward" said Szal.
Faculty Secretary Susan
Masino did not immediately
provide the Tripod with a
summary of the
faculty
report to the Trustees.
Berger - Sweeney
announced that the Trustees
approved the proposed FY23
budget: $137.9 million. She
noted that the budget is
still shy of the $140 million
budget Trinity had at its
disposal in FY20. The FY23
budget will cover a range of
items including: improved
mental health services for
students, enhancements to
the College's cybersecurity
system, and the restoration
of some of the COVID·
related cuts to the College's
academic programs. Berger·
Sweeney did not make any
announcements
about
tuition, and the College did
not respond to the Tripods
questions
regarding
potential changes to tuition
for the next academic year.

OPINION
Why Elon Musk Needs to Think Before He Tweets
JAKE MCPHAIL '24
STAFF WRITER

As many of us have no·
ticed, Elon Musk has come
to the forefront of the battle·
ground to defend the para·
digm of American civil liberty: the quintessential Bill of
Rights provision for "freedom
of speech." He has always
criticized Twitter and other
tech giants for "censoring"
certain types of speech or
accounts who espouse said
speech. The most notable of
these accounts was former
President Donald Trump's,
whose social media accounts
were removed after his roles
in spreading misinforma·
tion surrounding the 2020
presidential election and

inciting violence during the
January 6th insurrection at
the United States Capitol.
Musk has stood strong
with this stance, even unwilling to block Russian
propaganda and media out·
lets when restoring the in·
ternet to regions of Ukraine
that lost connection during
the Russian invasion. He
tweeted on March 5th, 2022,
that "Starlink has been told
by some governments (not
Ukraine) to block Russian
news sources. We will not do
so unless at gunpoint. Sorry
to be a free speech absolutist."
The problem with say·
ing something as ignorant
as this is continuing the
dissemination of propagan·

''Musk has stood strong with
his stance, even unwilling to
block Russian propaganda and
media outlets when restor
i_n_g the internet to regions of
Ukraine that lost connection
during the Russian invasion."

da to the very people that
are watching their homes
bombed, schools burned, and
relatives massacred. It is not

being a "free speech absolut·
ist," it is being a co·conspira·

tor with the Kremlin. Is the
propaganda from an auto·
cratic regime not the antith·
esis of "freedom of speech?''
Recently, he has gar·
nered the attention of the
CEO and board of directors
at Twitter Inc. after purchas·
ing more than 9% of their
stock, becoming one of their
largest shareholders. Furthermore, in a letter to Twit·
ter Chairmen Bret Taylor, he
offered to purchase 100% of
outstanding shares, transitioning Twitter into a private
company. He wrote: "I invest·
ed in Twitter as I believe in
its potential to be the plat·
form for free speech around
the globe, and I believe free
speech is a societal impera·
tive for a functioning democ·
racy. However, since making

my investment I now realize
the company will neither
thrive nor serve this socie·
ta! imperative in its current

form. Twitter needs to be
transformed as a private com·
pany. As a result, I am offering to buy 100% of Twitter ...
My offer is my best and final
offer and if it is not accepted,
I would need to reconsider
my position as a sharehold·
er. Twitter has extraordinary
potential. I will unlock it."
He has always expressed
interest in making chang·
es at Twitter, but this is the
first and largest step he has
taken thus far. This being
said, the remaining issue
with his offer, and the way
it was presented, is that
he is conflating freedom of
speech with freedom of con·
sequences. He has trans·
formed a battle once reserved
for the MAGA universe to
one of centrist tech·guys.
If we reflect on the people
who have been "censored"
by Twitter, it is people who,
again, either espouse misinformation, lies, and propa·

ganda, or people who incite
violence. I understand that
people should not face legal
recourse for their speech,
save for maybe speech that

incites violence. That is
the function of the First
Amendment in the United
States Constitution after all.
The fact of the matter
is that Twitter is a private
online platform for people
to spread all types of ideas
and speech. Therefore, Twit·
ter is responsible for what
is said on their platform
and the real-world implica·
tions thereof. By allowing
potentially dangerous in·
formation to proliferate on
its platform, like we saw
during the 2020 election, the
company and its sharehold·
ers would face a multitude
of negative consequences.
Figures like Musk are
looking at free speech in·
side of a vacuum, treating
it as some abstract principle
rather than analyzing it in
any real world context. By
allowing these dangerous
types of speech back onto the
platform, Twitter would not
be allowing "free speech,"
it would be acquiescing to
the warped arguments of
those who wish to spread
lies and incite violence.

The Weaponization of Routine Acts: Judge Jackson's
Confirmation Process Revealed Deeper Senate Schisms
KASH JAIN '24
OPINION EDITOR

After a confirmation pro·
cess marked by partisan at·
tacks, Judge Ketanji Brown
Jackson was confirmed to
the Supreme Court by a 53·
47 vote. Any illusions that
Supreme Court nomina·
tions are fair bipartisan pro·
cesses should be dispensed
with-this has become a
chiefly political process of
airing grievances that have
little to do with the candi·
date and their qualifications.
Going into the process,
many were well aware of
the deeply partisan aspects
of judicial confirmation.
Over the past few years, it
has become clear that polarization has turned routine
measures, such as executive
and judicial appointment
confirmations, into points of
partisan conflict. A Supreme
Court nominee who could
get broad bipartisan support
is unimaginable, and many
agree that the judiciary
has become politicized and,
frankly, weaponized; but the
mechanisms of this erosion
of the Senate, its extent, and
its goals have been made
more clear through Jack·
son's confirmation process.
Many of the questions
Republican Senators asked
Jackson had little to do with

her qualifications or judicial
background but served in·
stead as vehicles for culture
war arguments or attacks
on aspects of J ackson's work
history. Setting aside the
problems with Republican
Senators taking issue with
Jackson's representation of
Guantanamo Bay detain·
ees----a frankly inane stance
but one that warrants its own
article supporting the right to
counsel-these confirmation
hearings focused on issues
that extend well beyond the
Supreme Court and, at many
points, the law itself. Unsur·
prisingly, opposition to Jack·
son's confirmation followed
along the same lines: claims
of left-wing extremism and at·
tacks on Jackson's judicial phi·
losophy with little argument
or even question about her
fitness to serve on the court.
Minority Leader Mitch McCo·
nnell, in saying why he would
vote against Jackson, stated
that he found her judicial re·
cord to be "frequently disturb·
ing" and that Jackson was the
choice "the far left ... wanted."
The Senate, particularly
Senate Republicans, seems
to have virtually abandoned
what these tests are supposed
to be about: is this nominee
fit to serve on the Supreme
Court? Personal grievanc·
es, disputes over public pol·
icy that have nothing to do

with the nominee, and dis·
dain for political opposition
are largely irrelevant to
that fundamental question.
This paints a bleak pie·

not just Democrat-led policy,
as evidenced by their deci·
sion to not fulfill policy goals
should they take control of
Congress after the midterms.

"Thispaintsableakyictureforthe
future of Supreme Court nominations. It's unlikely that a candidate
nominated by a President whose
party does not control the Senate
will be appointed, leaving the door
open to a vacancy that could last
for years due to a refusal to de-politicize the process of filling it."
ture for the future of Su·
preme Court nominations.
It's unlikely that a candidate
nominated by a President
whose party does not control
the Senate will be appointed,
leaving the door open to a va·
cancy that could last for years
due to a refusal to de·politi·
cize the process of filling it.
But the revelations of this
specific process do not stop
there-we now see a Senate
that is routinely criticized for
serving as the deathbed of
House-passed policy because
they continue to follow down
the line of choosing politics
over governance. Much of the
blame falls on Senate Repub·
licans who, for the most part,
appear resistant to making
any policy whatsoever-and

Senate Democrats can't be
completely absolved, as some
of their senators have joined
Republicans in practicing
obstructionism, but most of
the caucus still appears to fa·
vor enacting policy. Between
making policy and conduct·
ing routine affairs, it's clear
that Senate Republicans
have two goals: firstly, they
want to stop anything from
being done at the legislative
and executive levels, and
secondly, they want to en·
sure right-wing control of the
judiciary in a fully-fledged
war against civil rights.
Their own words confirm
this. Indiana Republican
Senator Mike Braun sug·
gested that he would support
the Supreme Court over-

turning Loving v. Virginia,
a decision which legalized
interracial marriage. His
statement reversing his com·
ments didn't refute any of his
arguments in favor of overturning the case. Tennessee
Republican Senator Marsha
Blackburn stated that Gris·
wold v. Connecticut, which
struck down bans on buying
contraceptives, was "constitutionally unsound." Texas
Senator John Cornyn, while
questioning Jackson, sug·
gested that the legalization
of gay marriage through the
Supreme Court's decision in
Obergefell v. Hodges intruded
on religious freedom . Braun,
Blackburn, and Cornyn aren't alone in their hostility to
civil rights; it is a vein of hos·
tility that seems to be their
party's core goal-<me that
confirming Federalist Soci ·
ety·approved judicial picks
has helped further. Thus,
their fundamental issue with
confirming liberal judicial
nominees lies in the deep
ideological and philosophical
divide between Republicans
and Democrats that extends
well beyond routine acts-yet still endangering them.
The political fight during
Jackson's confirmation pro·
cess has revealed a new pie·
ture of the Senate and the
partisan divide within it, one
that is now deeper than ever.
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The End of the Trend: You Should Be Boycotting
SHEIN-How This Fashion Giant Evades Transperancy
AVA CAUDLE '25
STAFF WRITER

When someone wants

something trendy shipped
to their front door fast,
SHEIN, a one-stop shop
for all kinds of clothing, accessories, and even home
decor, is often the answer.
While its competitors include other fast fashion
brands such as Fashion

'~ ..it
option
ety_ of
valued

knockoffs of the originals
without permission of or
an intention of providing
credit to the original creator. The majority of creators affected by this abuse
are independent artists or
small businesses like Valfre, an indie brand that has
publicly exposed SHEIN's
style-copying. Such creators are urging customers to reconsider spending

reigns supreme as the
with the highest variitems and has become
at billions of dollars."

Nova or Boohoo, it reigns
supreme as the option
with the highest variety of
items and has become valued at billions of dollars.
Influencers post hauls of
the brand's clothing, and
celebrities have been sponsored by SHEIN on their
social media platforms.
With its massive campaigns and widespread
appeal, the notoriety it has
gained is unprecedented.
The cost of such notoriety?
Ethical business practices. SHEIN provides its
products at low prices that
make customers rush to
purchase them; these low
prices indicate SHEIN's
lack of principles or originality. On top of its questionable company morals,
many of its designs are
taken directly from brands
with smaller platforms
and reproduced without
credit. With SHEIN prey·
ing on smaller creators to
do the unacknowledged
work for its machine-made
designs,
artists
need
the help of the public.
SHEIN's products are
produced in mass quantities at speedy rates, contributing to landfills and
clothing waste. The site
also does not detail the
conditions that overseas
workers are subjected to,
making for a dubious image of sweatshop labor
with little pay (all too common in the fast fashion
industry already). In addition to these already-troubling facets of the brand's
image, multiple tweets,
posts, and articles have
surfaced exposing the fast
fashion brand for stealing artwork. According to
those whose designs have
been stolen, SHEIN takes
merchandise concepts, including clothing and artwork, and creates cheaper

their hard-earned dollars
and, therefore, giving support to a brand that does
not bother to pay homage
to those who created their
content in the first place.
In the words of its
founder Ilse Valfre, ''To see
my artwork being re-used
by yet another fast fashion company shows how
little [SHEIN] cares about
artistic vision and meaningful designs." Many
small business owners
or artists do not have the
resources to take legal action against what has become a retail giant, but for
those who are able to bring
their concerns to the legal
table, SHEIN dismisses
complaints with a sum of
money and continues to
fail at addressing the issue at hand. Given that
this has occurred numerous times, the brand likely has no plan to change
their detached approach to
stolen content. From me-

italize on viral trends is
impossible for those with
smaller platforms to compete with, pitting David
against the equivalent
of ten Goliaths. Creators
and customers deserve
better than a continued
current of appropriated
styles resold without regard for those who made
them in the first place.
Frugal consumers argue that an artist's work
is reflected in the price,
which can be a deterrent.
Days spent working on a
single piece can add up to
a comparably higher price
than items offered on sites
like SHEIN. Low prices
can entice those looking

be about $1.29. Contrast
this with SHEIN's $10
tops that some reviewers
state fall apart after only

"The effort it takes to swoop
in as a massive corporation
and steal designs is minuscule compared to the effort creators put towards brainstorming, crafting, and perfecting a
piece of clothing or merchan dise. SHEIN knows this and
continues its practices knowing that it has a loyal audience
to fall back on-that is until
said loyal audience dwindles."

"Days spent working on a single piece can add UJ! to a comparably_ higher price than items offered on sites like SHEIN. Low
prices can entice those looking
to save money or who cannot
access pricier options. While a
cheaper top is attractive in the
short term, many people do not
take cost per wear into account
when choosing their wardrobes."
to save money or who
cannot access pricier options. While a cheaper top
is attractive in the short
term, many people do not
take cost per wear into account when choosing their
wardrobes. Cost per wear,
a method of examining
the qualitative value of

duces stolen designs at
a fraction of the cost.
The idea above applies
to the general debate over

a couple uses. Assuming
a SHEIN blouse was worn
about three times before
it was thrown away, the
cost per wear would in
fact be over two times that
of the sweater. An item
that is more expensive

fast fashion versus more
sustainable fashion, but
even among fast fashion
entities, SHEIN maintains a horrid reputation
for taking advantage of
small creators. Intellectual property represents
someone's creation and
their hours, their sweat,
their creativity, and their
culture spent making
it. The effort it takes to
swoop in as a massive cor-

poration and steal designs
is minuscule compared
to the effort creators put
towards brainstorming,
crafting, and perfecting a
piece of clothing or merchandise. SHEIN knows
this and continues its
practices knowing that it
has a loyal audience to fall
back on-that is until said
loyal audience dwindles.

id.1[

"No customer has a perfect record ofsustainable shopping. My
sentiment is meant to encourage mindfulness rather than
shame toward those who have
I!_urchased pieces from SHEIN.
This in mind, each consumer has
room for improvement, and one
of the first steps toward mindful
shopping for ma11_y_ can be abstaming from SHb'IN for good."

ticulously engraved pins to
hand-crocheted sweaters,
SHEIN has turned unique
designs into mass-produced commodities. The
brand releases up to 100
new styles daily. The
speed at which SHEIN can
rapidly identify and cap-

on paper can look daunting and will indeed take
more time to save up for,
but these more expensive
products tend to retain
their quality and closet life
far better than mass-produced replicas. The higher levels of wearability
among these pieces are a
reflection of the creator's
care and quality, values
that SHEIN takes advantage of when it mass-pro-

clothing or accessories, is

a concept that the "value"

"From meticulously engraved
p_ins to hand-crocheted sweaters,
SHEIN has turned unique designs into mass-produced commodities. The brand releases
up to 100 new sJ_yjes daily. The
SJ!eed at which SHEIN can rapidentify and capitalize on vira trends is impossible for those
with smaller platforms to compete with, pitting David against
the equivalent of ten Goliaths."
of what someone chooses
to buy can be found by dividing the upfront price by
how many times that person wears that piece. If one
were to buy an $80 sweater that they wore 62 times
before choosing to donate
it, the cost per wear would

No customer has a perfect record of sustainable
shopping. My sentiment
is meant to encourage
more mindfulness rather
than shame toward those
who have purchased pieces from SHEIN. This in
mind, each consumer has
room

for

improvement,

and one of the first steps
toward mindful shopping
for many can be abstaining from SHEIN for good.

FEATURES
Study Abroad Feature: History of Eilean Donan Castle
OLMA PAPP '23
FEATURES EDITOR

One of Scotland's most
famous sites to visit is called
Eilean Donan Castle. This
fortress resides in the Scot·
tish Highlands, far away
from the hustle and bustle
of major cities such as Edin·
burgh, Glasgow, and Dundee.
Visitors all over the world
come to see this enchanting
view, myself included. This
site has also been utilized
for films such as Highland·
er. The Eilean Donan Castle
resides in Dornier, Scotland,
specifically at the join·
ing placing of Loch Duich,
Loch Long, and Long Alsh.
The name "Donan" be·
longs to the castle which
was built by a 7th-century
Irish priest that was killed
on Eigg island. This man
was known for traveling
to the West Coast of Scot·
land to convert the pagan
inhabitants to Christianity.
A small bridge connects
the castle to the mainland.
The original structure of Ei·
lean Donan Castle was built
on an island in the early
13th century. This building
was not constructed for luxu·
rious purposes but rather to
protect the lands of Kintail
against the Vikings. The Vi·
kings were a tribe that had
settled in Scotland for centu·

ries. The Vikings controlled
the majority of Northern
Scotland in addition to the
Western Isles between 800
and 1270. In the year 1263,
King Alexander III gave the
castle to the son of the Earl
of Desmond and Kildare,
Colin Fitzgerald. During the
1300's, a man by the name
of Robert the Bruce was dis·
owned by Clan Chiefs and
was also being hunted by
the English. As such, the
man hid in the Eilean Donan
Castle for one year. Through
later winning more battles
on Scottish lands, Bruce
managed to become King
of Scotland. The castle was
said to have been attacked
several times over the years.
Over time, this castle
took different shapes, as it
was bombed and then re·
built. When the 14th cen·
tury came about, the castle
was knocked down to half
its size; however, due to poor
historical documentation, it
is unclear why. Then again
in 1719, Spanish soldiers
were given refuge at the
castle. When the English
learned that the Spanish
troops were supporting
the Jacobites, the English
government sent troops to
attack the castle for three
days. During this battle, the
14-foot thick walls of the cas·
tie did not let up. This is why

the English sent more men
to blow up the castle using
343 barrels of gunpowder af·
ter the Spanish surrendered.
For about two hundred years
following this bombardment
of the castle, the structure
was abandoned. Lt. Colonel
John Macrae-Gilstrap then
bought the island belonging
to the castle in 1911 and pro·
ceeded to spend the next two
decades reconstructing the
Eilean Donan Castle. The
new reconstruction of the
castle was finished in 1932.
The architect of the castle
was Farquhar McRae who

built the castle we see stand·
ing today. While today's
structure of the castle is not
the original work, it is said to
be extremely close to what it
looked like hundreds of years
ago. Today, visitors can take
a tour of the castle grounds
and the courtyard. Inside,
tourists can observe the
banquet hall, the bed cham ·
bers, and period kitchens.
I went to visit this castle
this past weekend and found
it to be spectacular. It seemed
as though when I crossed the
bridge to the castle, I had
stepped back in time to a

previous century. The views
of the lochs were impeccable,
as they stretched for miles
before me between the green
mountains. It is, in my expe·
rience, unique to walk over
a body of water to get to a
castle located atop an island.
This castle has had remark·
able endurance throughout
the past centuries, surviv·
ing siege after siege. Now
I, along with many tour·
ists, am elated by the op·
portunity to walk through
the same island where so
much history was made.

ANCIENT-ORIGINS.NET: Eilean Donan Castle

Filet Mignon, Specialty Cocktails, and Biscotti: The
Italian Hotspot in Downtown Hartford Called Salute
KATIE CERULLE '22

FEATURES EDITOR
As an incoming fresh·
man at Trinity College,
getting acclimated to cam·
pus is hard, but joining a
new city of restaurants
is even tougher. Which
restaurants are worth it?
Where are the good ones?
Are there any secret spots
one should be aware of?
This list of questions con·
tinues. Most students
seem to get recommenda·
tions from older students,
as they have experience
eating at multiple restau·
rants in Hartford and can
give professional advice.
This is how senior Jules
Petrillo became acquainted
with her favorite restau·
rant: Salute in Downtown
Hartford. According to an
interview with Petrillo, she
was drowning in a sea of
Google searches and Yelp
reviews her freshman year
trying to decide where to
take her family to dinner
on Homecoming Weekend.
"Take them to Sa·

lute; you have to try
it!" her friend who was
a
junior
suggested.
So, a young Jules took
her hungry mother, fa·
ther, and brother to a
restaurant with red wall·
pa per, a full bar, and a
warm atmosphere that
screams "we're all family
here," but not in an 01·
ive Garden type of way.
According to the Sa·
lute website, the restau·
rant is "located in the
heart of Hartford" and
described as an "Italian
hotspot" and "one of the
most buzzed-about eat·
eries

in

Connecticut."

After her first time
there, she was hooked,
returning once a week
since that warm, Oc·
tober
day
in
2018.
Some of her favorite
parts about the restaurant
are the friendly employ·
ees, specifically restaurant
owner Jimmy, and all the
waiters that know both her
name and order by heart.
"I always get the six·
ounce filet mignon with

the potato lasagna, which
is regular lasagna but with
potatoes instead of pas·
ta noodles, and a side of
the macaroni and cheese
with caramelized onions
and bacon. It's so good,"
Petrillo said with a smile.
In addition to the de·
licious food, Petrillo said
that she must mention the
bar full of delicious house
and seasonal cocktails that
are guaranteed to wow.
Her favorite is the Aperol
Spritz. According to the
restaurant's website, the
cocktail menu includes a
Cosmopolitan, Manhattan,
and Espresso Martini. The
signature cocktails include
the Cool as a Cucumber
which is made with cu·
cumber vodka and straw·
berry lemonade; it does
not contain alcohol but is
guaranteed to be a treat.
At the end of the meal,
all customers get a free
bag of handmade biscot·
tis, a personal touch that
sealed the deal for Petrillo.
"The free biscottis are
just so thoughtful. Their

INSTAGRAM: Salute's Espresso Martini and a
Dessert Option
employees consider ev·
ery detail," said Petrillo.
In her final words about
her favorite place, Petrillo
said that the restaurant
offers amazing promos
on most weeknights, in·
eluding 20% off to Trinity
students on Sunday, Mon·
day, and Tuesday nights

and ½ off all bottles of
wine on Wednesdays.
"And how awesome are
the promos!" she concluded.
If you want to check
out a local Harford fa·
vorite, make a reserva-

tion at Salute, located
at 100 Trumbull Street
in Downtown Hartford.
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An Appeal for a Friendlier Campus & Adivce for Seniors
BAILEY MCKEON '22
FEATURES EDITOR

Pretend you're walking
across campus, perhaps to
class, the library, or Mather,
and you spot someone from
your class last semester.
Do they see me? Will they
say hi to me? Do they even
know who I am or remem ·
ber me? Will I look stupid
if I say hi? These thoughts
seem common to many on
campus. The anxiety gen·
erated from running into
someone you sort·of know
leads to most burying their
heads in their phones, look·
ing at the ground, or creat·
ing fierce eye-contact with
the nothingness in front of
you until you pass the per·
son you kinda know. Or, per·
haps, this campus is just full
of students with short·term
memory loss who truly don't
know you. Yet, the extents
to which our fellow students
resort to avoid a quick he!·
lo or a wave indicate some·
thing different is occurring.
Why has it become so
common on our campus to
act like we don't know peo·
pie we actually know? It's
a rare occurrence to walk
across our small campus
at our small liberal arts
college without encounter·
ing someone you recognize

from our small student
body. Why don't we say hi?
To be honest, I'm not
entirely sure. However, I
do know that we all deeply
missed the regular human
interaction that the COVID
pandemic suspended. Perhaps during this time it be·
came commonplace to shy
inwards and pretend not to
know one another-but we
do, we do know one another!
I contend that we begin to
break the ice and start say·
ing hi. But whatifilook stu·
pid or silly? Who cares! At
least you'll be a friendly person, and likely, whomever
you said hi to, will appreciate
your gesture of camaraderie.
Our student body is
unique with its small size.
Perhaps we begin taking
advantage of it rather than
avoiding
neighborliness
with those we cohabitate,
study, play, eat, and create
with. Let's make each oth·
er's day and demonstrate
kindness-it goes a long
way. Fostering a cordially
unified student body and
community could brighten
our personal lives, enliven
our campus, provoke collabo·
ration, and inspire our work
here. Developing a culture
of friendliness can launch
our community to greatness.

Senior Advice #1: Know You'll Get a Job
Probably the biggest thing on any senior's mind is: What am I going to do next year?
Trust me, we're all feeling this. Perhaps you've been applying to jobs or masters programs all
year and nothing has worked out, or perhaps you've just started or have yet to start. What·
ever the case, you'll get there. It can be discouraging to receive a rejection or hear absolutely
nothing after working tirelessly on applications; further, it can be bittersweet to hear about
the exciting plans of others when you have yet to figure out your plans-but know that some·
thing good is coming to you. You're going to make it. You've gotten this far, something will
fall into place. Perhaps it's not the job or situation you dreamed of, but that's the great thing
about life: you can change your course at any time! We're all off to do great things, we just
might not know exactly what's in store for us just yet.

vice #2: Don t Let emontis In.
Again, trust me, we're all feeling it. I've begun dreading assignments, going to the library
o study, or even getting to class in the mornings; but this final push is so crucial for our abili
ty to celebrate when it's all over. Take advantage of the daytime during these next few weeks
to get things done so that the nights and weekends can be fun. We deserve to let loose and
celebrate our immense accomplishments. If we don't finish this final stretch, we could end up
at the library for extended hours while our friends are finished and enjoying the sunshine on
the uad. You can do this! Think about the end oal!

Senior Advice #3: Experience Hartford
We have a special location here at Trinity, and if your post·grad life doesn't land you in Hart·
ford or Connecticut, take advantage of your unique opportunity to experience the city in the
next few weeks leading up to graduation. Go check out the Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of
Art or attend a Hartford Yard Goats game. Even spend an afternoon taking a walk at Bush·
nell Park and stop at a local brewery on the way home!

Senior Advice #4: Celebrate!
One of the most important things we can do over the next month is soak it all in. Take time
to enjoy your friends and peers at Trinity-it's the last time we'll all be together on our beau·
tiful campus. We've worked incredibly hard to earn our undergraduate degrees, it's time to
enjoy our college experience before beginning our next chapter.
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Arts & Entertainment
A Very Indie Feel-Good Spring to You! Embrace College
in Spring with these Playlist Recommendations
CAROLINE RICHARDS '22
A&EEDITOR

Spring is when college
feels the most college .. .if
that makes sense. Spring
on campus is when col·
lege feels like how movies
painted it out to be: every·
one out on the quad throw·
ing frisbees and day-drink·
ing, the birds are chirping,
everyone's wearing flip·
flops and florals , greeting
one another, and laugh·
ing unprompted. Being
on campus in the spring
is the best. F*ck winterthat shit was traumatic.
I want to bask in the sun
and forget I was seasonally
depressed for two months.
Summer is on the horizon,
the windows in my room
are open to the fresh ·air
(albeit the Hartford ver·
sion of "fresh-air"); this
calls for a spring playlist!
Ergo, here are my all-time
favorite upbeat indie songs
for your springtime reviv·
al. They radiate sunshine
and new flowers, empow·
ering you to seize the day.

4.

1. ..Heavy Metal Drummer'' 9...Golden" by My Morning

byWilco

Jacket

A classic. I love Wilco more than Wilco loves Wilco.
Wilco also sounds like no one else: they're in a realm
of their own which significantly increases your respect
for them. Is it just me or does a lot of new indie music
sound exactly the same? We can fight about this when
you come up with a good opposing argument.

I forgot the name of this song once and it was so
painfully stuck in my head that I spent a good 30
minutes of my day typing in different versions of the
lyric fragment I had memorized trying to find it again.
Lucky for you guys, I eventually found it after many
desperate Google searches and now you can get it stuck
in your head too. It's lovely and probably belongs in
your main·character playlist as well as your spring one.

2 ...Close to You" by Dayglow
DayGLOWWWW! Unfortunately, Tik Tok may have
partially ruined this song for me, but if I focus hard
enough, I can block out the images of influencers post·
ing their "life lately" video dumps to it (which is just a
lot of strung together clips that all scream "privilege").
#Don't Let Influencer Culture Ruin Good Songs 2022!
Get it trending.

3. Patience

yTamelmp

Not all heroes wear capes, including Kevin Park·
er, the songbird of our generation (quick: what movie
is that phrase from?). In any case, add this to every
playlist ever and it will somehow fit perfectly. Also, it's
a perfect spring song, lyrically. It will soothe the angry
part of you that's thinking, "I've been patient, god·
damit, now give me warm weather and sunshine."

y Fruit Bats

Also a classic and lyrically spring encompassing. It will make you feel alive. Their
album Absolute Loser is perfect for a spring drive or when you're having a crisis of
personality, which are basically the same thing. I greatly enjoy crying to "Birthday
Drunk'' every year on my birthday. I consider it a right of passage once you pass 20.

5. "Skin to Bone" by The Jungle Giants
Please check out Jungle Giants if you haven't already. They're really fun and feel·
good. I also recommend "Heavy Hearted" and "Sending Me Loving," which are sort
ofpop·EDM but not in a Loud·Luxury·MEDUZA tasteless way. And was that super
pretentious of me to say? Yes. Do I take it back? No, no I don't.

a.lking at a Downtow
Pace" by Parquet Courts

10.

A little indie·rocky, a little angsty·upbeat. They
wrote this song and this album in quarantine so it's
super relevant and reflects their frustrations of being
stuck without much movement during the peak of the
pandemic. "How many days in life will I spend under·
ground?" they ask, "And how many ways of feeling
lousy have I found?'' Springtime, kids.

11.

ountain to Move" by
Nick Mulvey

Nick Mulvey should be sainted. What a guy, he's so
optimistic. He's all about seizing the day regardless of
your shitty circumstances. Another day another dollah.
At one point he says, "Oh I don't want to see us lose
any more time." Take this advice to heart-you're not
getting any younger kiddos. Have that drink and dance
in the streets.

12. "Cape Cod Kwassa Kwassa" by Vampire
Weekend
Lovely, happy, delightful. This song reminds me
of high school and my older sister. She told me she'd
play this while putting on her make-up every morning.
The guitar, the bongo drums, the maracas, it's all very
springtime.

6. "Let Loose" by Mt. Joy
Mt. Joy makes me think that maybe love does exist. And isn't Springtime all
about having hope or whatever? I mean, read this lyric, "I want to get lost, I want to
get loud with you." Come on now. Do people really say stuff like that to each other?
If so, that is what I want. Mt. Joy lyrics are the modern love-confessions which Jane
Austen once wrote so well. They also just released two new songs "Lemon Tree" and
"Orange Blood" which are lovely and I'd recommend.

7 ...::Strange Powers" by The Magnetic
Fields
This song was released in 1999 on my birthday! Therefore, I feel a connection to
it. It's also a great song. It's a little weird and has a tambourine in it. As you may
know, I'm a sucker for a tambourine. It'll get stuck in your head. Great for a run or
walk.

8.

Mayer

The presence of this song here is dedicated to Eva Hafner: spring incarnate, seiz·
r of days, my 30-Day Queen and soon·to·be LA goer. In the wise words of Mr. Mayer:
"Goodbye cold, goodbye rain, goodbye sorrow, goodbye shame." I love you!

You might already know their song "Class Historian" (very good if you haven't heard it already), but if
ou aren't familiar with BRONCHO, they exude spring
time walks and urban-rock sunshiny vibes. Their 2018
album Bad Behavior is an indie staple and very worth
the listen. These lyrics will get stuck in your head,
guaranteed.

13 ...Voin' Ti.me" by Lana Del
Rey
Such an iconic cover of Sublime's 1996 track "Doin'
Time" off their title album. She brings something
angsty and feminine to the reggae-punk fusion that
Sublime does so well. It's also just such an unexpected
song for her to pick to cover, which makes it somehow
even better and more satisfying to listen to because it
sounds so surprisingly good. 11/10.
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Weekly Skylights: The Tripod Looks to the Clouds
JOEY CIFEW '23
A&EEDITOR

(Left) A messenger arrived at the gat.e of the Red King's Keep, knocking
on it weekly and leaning over and heaving heavy breaths. A guard from
a guard tower at the top of the gat.e leaned over and saw him there,
sweating like a pig.
"Hark! Who goes there!" shout.ed the guard.
'Tm right here, Gill," said Hark, the second guard.
"Hugo's where?' the messenger at the bottom of the gat.e shout.ed back,
wondering why this infurmation was important enough to deserve such
announcement.
"What?' returned Gill, the guard.
"Yeah, I don't know who this is Gill," said Hark, scanning a scroll he
had just unraveled, "he's not on the list."
"We've met, yes?' said the man to my friend, who then right.ed himself
and stroked his chin in thought.
April 15, Part 1, 2022. 6.6/10,

(Right) "Please, I have a message!• shout.ed the
messenger.
"He says he bas a message Hark,• said Gill.
"I know Gill, Pm standing nm to you,• said Hark, sighing.
"What do you think I should say'r' asked Gill, a little too loudly.
"I'll let you inJ• shout.ed the m8888Dg8r.
"Not you!" shout.ed Hark at the same time Gill shout.ad, •on what!"
"What!" returned the messenger, more confused than he had ever
been.
"He's not on the list, Gill, that means we don't let him in,• said
Hark.
"But he's right there," said Gill.
"That he is: said Hark, stoically. He looked off. into the distance,
where a group of serfs stood huddled together betting on a cockfight.
April 15, Part 2, 2022. 8.2/10.

(Left) He continued, "but we are guardsmen of the Red King's
Keep---that means something. It means loyalty. It means honor.
It means sacriftce. And spec:ifically, in this cireumstance, it means
we don't let him in without a l1BJ21e on the scroll, Gill, a name on
the scroll."
The messenger, having given up on any semblance of communica·
tion, sat down and began to build a little house out of sticks
"I wonder what he's doing: said Gill.
"Oh wait, I was looking at the wrong scroll,• said Hark, "yeah he's
definitely on the list. Open the gat.e.•
Gill, who had begun opening the gat.e hslfway through Hark's
speech, said, "I'll do that.•
Hark gave him a look. Gill gave him a look. The messenger fin·
ished putting the roof on his house. He had always want.ad to be a
carpenter; umortunately, his father was a cupenter, and it would
have been embarrassing to have two cupent.ers from the same
April 16, Part 1, 2022. 7.4/10.

family.

(Right) •Get in!" shout.ad Hark to the messenger.
"Watch this," said Gill, throwing a rock at the sticks below. The
rock hit the messenger square in the t.emple and killed him in·
stantly.

'Tm watching," said Hark
"In my defense,• said Gill, "he moved.•
"He did not,• replied Hark.
Gill coughed, "I'm sure it wasn't important, what.ever it was.•
Hark sighed and sat back down to his whittling. He was whittling
an efllgy of Gill to sell to the witches later fur reasons of damnation.
Three months later a breakdown of communication between the
Red and Green Kingdoms sparked war, in which two-thirds of
both kingdoms fell to steel or sickness. The con1lict was ultimately
ended through peaceful negotiation, as a condition of which the
remaining third of each kingdom was also slain. At last, all were
satisfied.

April 16, Part 2, 2022. 7,9/10.

'lb view this week's photos in full color, check out the digital edition of the Tripod at www.trinitytripod.com

Bits & Pieces
What Vibes Do I Give Off? Trinity College Edition

Minty Berger-Sweeney

The Watkinson Library

Squash Goggles

Thomas Church Brownell

<

The Moodle Log-In Portal

Sunday Dinne r

Whole Cheese Pizza

$13.99

Whole Veggie Pizzo

$13.99

Whole Buffalo Chicken Pizzo

$15.99

Whole BBQ Chicken Pizza

$15.99

Whole Veggie Chorizo Pizza

$14.99

Cheese Pizza Slice

$3.99

Veggie Pizza Slice

$3.99

Veggie Chor izo Pizza Slice

$3.99

Buffalo Chicken Pizzo Slice

$4.99

BBQ C hicken Pizza Slice

$4.99

Bistro Sunday Dinner
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Trinity College Memes for
Toxic Long Walk Teens

Overheard at Trin:
Yik Yak Edition
"So I say to him, that's not
the LSC, that's my wife!"
"Vaping in the bathroom
for high school memories."
"They actualy make the
bird noises sound so real.
It's like the rainforest cafe
up in here."
"Crazy frog has risen."
"I should've never smoked
that shit. Now I'm in Raether Library and Technology Center."

trinity today? ore
like time to slay n,• ~
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Securing the Summer Internship:
Your Guide to Getting the Job
UNKEDIN USER '25
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

As summer ap·
proaches, and your
time to secure a sum·
mer internship begins
to end, I, a seasoned
intern, am here to
provide you with in·
sider information that
the Business office
has failed to disclose.
For those of you who
have not been proficient m Excel smce
the wee age of three,
this one's for you.
First things first, like
any application pro·
cess, it is important
that one sets realistic
goals for themselves,
as well as can accept
defeat. To quote Ken·
dall Roy, "Maybe's are
no's, let's not live in
a fantasy world, ok?"
That being said,
as a non-target ap·
plicant for a summer
internship at GS, it's
better you hear it
now before you even
think you're getting
to the final round.
Let's
just
say
that you're fucked·
·unless your
dad
is David Solomon.

Alternatively, for
those of you who seek
a life outside of the
Bloomberg terminal,
all hope is not lost,
as the NESCAC runs
on nepotism. But if
an interdisciplinary
major in Poli-Sci and
Women's studies is
more of your thing,
might I suggest you
give AOC a ring?
Art History Majors,
let me guess you want
to work at Sotheby's.
Your intended MFA
suggests your under·
lying superiority com·
plex but it's time you
get off your high horse.
Hours spent analyz·
ing post war contem·
porary art may seem
intriguing but unless
you are able to intern
for your father's best
friend, this job search
will hit a dead end.
Each year, Fortune
500 companies receive
thousands of resumes
which highlight pris·
tine student profiles.
HR spends countless
hours scanning the
same CV's and Re·
sumes ... .a spread of
perfect scores, ath·

letic accolades, com munity service hours,
and impressive extra·
curriculars. Let's be
honest, it can be hard
to compete with those
nerds in New Haven.
To provide you
all with a fighting
chance, I decided to
reach out to a few
fellow bantams, re·
garding their take on
applying for a sum·
mer internship. When
asked about their ex·
perience, many noted
the stressful interviews and tedious net·
working. But, when
prompted with the
question on how they
were able to make
their resume stand
out, they responded
in defense, "it wasn't
nepotism, it was my
dad's friend's friend."
But in the case
that you have beaten
the odds, before you
post on Linkedln and
run over to H&L for
celebratory drinks, I
hope you know that
though your title may
read "intern," you are
just a glorified pledge.

What the F*** is a
Dining Dollar?
UZ FOSTER '22
BITS & PIECES EDITOR

After eight semes·
ters and approxi·
mately $25,000 worth
of meal plans, I ap·
proach my graduation
date with one ques·
tion looming over my
head: what the fuck
is a Dining Dollar?
Upon arrival at
Trinity College, one
quickly learns that a
meal swipe is equiva·
lent to $5.75 and that
meal plan dollars are
an alternative option
to purely using swipes.
When asked, "Meal
or flex?'', you say
"meal" to use a swipe
and you say "flex" to
use your meal plan
dollars. Covered in
your meal plan, swipes
and flex dollars func·
tion as pseudo-money
rather than raw cash.
Conversely,
there's
the classic "Bantam
Buck" with which one
can pay for overpriced
laundry in the dorm,
coffee in the Under·
ground, or a fresh new
vape at Sam's. How·
ever, if you use Ban·
tam Bucks at Mather,

the Cave, or the Bis·
tro, you quickly estab·
lish yourself as a 1%er
among 1%ers. Seri·
ously, who does that?
Outside of this holy
Trinity of currency
lies the elusive Din·
ing Dollar. Trinity's
food provider, Chart·
wells, writes on their
website that Dining
Dollars are "addition·
al meal plan dollars"
that, unlike regular
meal plan dollars, can
carry over from the
fall to spring semes·
ter. This makes lit·
tle to no sense. When
have you ever heard
someone say, "I'll pay
with Dining Dollars
please!" in your time
at Trinity? I'm mere
weeks away from
my graduation and I
have yet to witness
someone
attempt·
ing to cover the cost
of their crispy chick·
en sandwich with a
Dining Dollar or two.
Trinity College, I
must ask you, when
will you cease the use
of such meaningless
currency? What's next,
cave sandwich NFTs?·

Think you can write
something funnier?
Help us out.
Submit cartoons, articles,
comics, memes, Tweets,
bits, or cyberbully us:
tri pod@trincoll.edu

or
tripod.domains. trincoll.
edu/news-tips/

BITS & PIECES
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Wesleyan Students Invade Trinity College Campus:
Moving to Capture Mather by the End of the Week
of them may have had
a Lime scooter. Honestly? Pretty steezy."
Though the Trinity
In a stunning flex
of power from a col- community has been
lege better known caught off guard by
for pink hair, gender this sudden threat of
studies majors, and violence from Middle"indie vibes," Wes- town, few bantams
leyan University has appear genuinely disdeployed an impres- tressed. Facing the
sive
two-hundred chaos of housing asROTC students into signments and the
Hartford. Decked out impending threat of
in Doc Martens and finals and summer
thrifted leather jack- internships, most stuets, the students were dents simply do not
first seen on Monday, care about an in-state
April 4, marching war between two predown Broad Street tentious private libernear Campus Pizza. al arts schools. There
Students
living are more pressing isoff-campus on Al- sues athand: doesanylen Place and Broad one know who's playSt. were the first to ing Spring Weekend?
Trinity College has
spot the invaders.
One Hockey House yet to draft students,
resident
explained but reports indicate
that, "Shit hit the that the football team
fan way faster than alongside the GreekI thought. We all life residents of Verthought it was some non Street may be
weird Hall stuff, but among the first forced
those kids were pret- to take up arms. No
ty speedy. I think one faculty or staff mem LIZ FOSTER '22
BITS &- PIECES EDITOR

her of the College responded to questions,
presumably fearing
for their safety in the
event that Wesleyan
president Michael S.
Roth issued bounties.
Mr. Roth has previously faced lawsuits
from disgruntled frat
brothers, so his attack
on Trinity comes with
no surprise. However,
upon questioning from
the Tripod, members of
the Wesleyan student
body appeared to have
no knowledge of their
goals or motivation.
"We don't really
know why we're here,
but the bantam is kind
of a dumb mascot and
Yale is a little too far
away," said one anonymous Cardinal as
she wiped at eye-black
that may, or may not,
have been Maybelline
Master Precise All
Day Liquid Eyeliner.
Other students expressed similar sen·
timents, saying that
they were just here

to get a few thousand
dollars off of their tuition. Others claimed
that they were simply afraid that the
invasion would become FOMO-worthy.
President Joanne
Berger-Sweeney has
responded by issuing
sanctions against the
import of all psychedelics, septum piercings, and oat milk
from Wesleyan and
any persons associated with the university.
It's unknown whether

she plans to tighten
these sanctions to include canvas tote bags,
vegan cream cheese,
or lavender lattes.
A reporter from the
Tripod reached out
to President Berger-Sweeney for any
comments to the student body. Offering no
comfort or advice for
her nest of bantams,
the President simply remarked: "President Roth, our hockey team has a better
record. Watch out."

Vehicles from Wesleyan approach the outskirts of Trinity's campus, threatening the students, saying "caw!"

STATE OF THE UNION
IN

Slamming parlays
Vernon
Intramural
CareEvolve
Anna Delvey
Gin
Linkedln
Brain games
Trin_IoT
Cowboy hats
Succession
Happy hour
Tennis

BONNIE LABONTE '22
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

OUT
Robinhood day trading
Allen
Varsity
Quest Diagonistics
Elizabeth Holmes
Blanco tequila
Handshake
TikTok
Eduroam
Flat brims
Reboots
Brunch
Squash

SPORTS
The Boston Celtics v. The Brooklyn Nets: A Review
of the Regular Season Matchup Before NBA Playoffs
BLYTHE HASTINGS '23
SPORTS EDITOR

The Boston
Celtics
and Brooklyn Nets will
meet in the first round of
the 2021 NBA Playoffs in
an Eastern Conference
series. This is a rematch
of last year's fir st rou nd
series, but the Celtics are
coming in far more prepared this time around.
There's not a ton to be
drawn from the regular
season series, unfortunately. In the fir st game,
the Brooklyn Nets got a
good performance from
James Harden, but neither Al Horford nor Kyrie
Irving played. Harden is
now gone, and Horford
and Irving will be the major players of the series.
The second game fea·
tured a healthy Celtics
against a decidedly nothealthy Nets. If you can
believe it, this game was
not even as close as the final 35-point margin might
suggest at first glance. The
third game played out similarly to the second game.
Boston was again healthy,
while Brooklyn was not.
Similarly, the result was a
blowout. The fourth matchup looks the most similar
to what we might see in
the playoffs. In that game,
Jayson Tatum outdueled
Kevin Durant by scoring
a staggering 54 points to
Durant's impressive 37.
Beyond the two stars, Boston got good performances
from everyone else. Kyrie
Irving and Bruce Brown

did their thing for Brooklyn, while the Nets also
got 14 points off the bench
from LaMarcus Aldridge,
the 7x NBA All-Star who
plays as the team's Center-Forward. The Celtics
enter this series without
Robert
Williams.
Boston has expressed
optimism on Williams'
recovery from meniscus
surgery. There's even been
reporting that the Celtics believe they'll have
Williams at a later point
during this series. Obviously, if Williams can both
play and be himself, Boston will relish it. Williams
raises the Celtics' ceiling
considerably. On the Nets
side, their only real question is if Ben Simmons will
be able to play. While there
has been reporting that
Simmons is optimistic that
he'll make his Brooklyn debut during the first round,
the team has publicly shot
that down. Simmons only
recently started ramping
up his on·court work. He
hasn't done any full scrimmaging yet, which Steve
Nash has said is a must before Simmons plays in an
actual game. Overall, it's
very difficult to imagine
Simmons, after being out
for the entire season, being
thrown into the middle of
a highly contentious playoff series. The only other
player who is officially out
is the Nets' Joe Harris,
who is out for the season
following ankle surgery.
Daniel Theis is back

with Boston, while Andre
Drummond has been terrifle for Brooklyn since he
was acquired at the trade
deadline. Neither of these
players were a part of last
season's series, nor were
their backups nearly as
involved. Theis just needs
to be a credible replace·
ment for Rob Williams.
Boston's offense changes
some with Theis in place
of Williams. Theis is a
threat around the rim, but
not the serious threat that
Williams has proven himself to be up to this point.
Defensively,
Theis
is solid, but he is not as
strong as Williams. WilIia ms is a game-changing
defensive force; there is
no doubt about it. Theis
is more ruggedly depend·
able. But that's all the
Celtics really need him to
be for now. For all their offensive brilliance, the Nets
don't put a ton of pressure
on the rim. Drummond,
Bruce Brown and backup

center Nie Claxton are the
only players who take a
lot of shots at the basket.
That should allow Theis to
roam and help a bit, without having the pressure to
protect the basket as well.
Drummond has played
great for the Nets, but his
defensive effort comes and
goes; he is not very consistent in that respect. Offensively, he's a catch and
finish type of player. He
remains a good rebounder,
but he's not catching the
missed shots that don't fall
right in front of him. Al
Horford's main goal needs
to be to keep Drummond
off the offensive glass at
all costs. This will definitely allow Theis to provide
support and ultimately do
his thing as a helper. The
Celtics' reserves bring a
lot to the table while taking nothing off from it. The
Nets' reserves are capable
of having very strong offensive games; however,
but Mills and Dragic are

major targets on defense
that could cause some serious damage to the team.
In addition, any of the
Boston backups can play
with any of the starters
with very few issues. The
Nets can't even r un lineups with Dragic and Mills
joining Kyrie Irving or
Seth Curry and hope to
be successful against the
Celtics. Those groupings
are simply too small. As
long as shots are falling,
Boston's reserves will play
a lot more defense and
that should ultimately
give them a fairly sizable
advantage in the series.
Boston fans wait in agony
to see how the team holds
up in the early rounds of
the most important month
in the year for the NBA.
This article was written before the start of the
NBA Playoffs. The Boston Celtics Defeated the
Brooklyn Nets (115-114)
in the first game of the
series on Sunday, Apr. 17.

USA TODAY SPORTS BROOK WIRE

This Week in Sports at Trinca/I...
Mens Tennis

Womens Softball
at University of Saint Joseph

W, 12-3

Womens Lacrosse
v. Wesleyan University

L, 7-8

at Amherst College

L,2-4

Mens Baseball
L, 4-14

Mens Baseball
at Amherst College

at Hamilton College

Womens Softball
L, 14-20

Mens Baseball
at Wesleyan University

W,5-4

Womens Lacrosse
L, 10-11

Mens Lacrosse
v. Wesleyan University

at Hamilton College

at Amherst College

W,6-3

Womens Tennis
L, 12-13

at Hamilton College

1,3-6

@rinttu <t!nlltgt

Inside Sports:
Celtics v. Nets NBA
Playoffs

This Week in Sports News...

Gabby Young '22: Fierce Leader and Fearless Goalie
LILY IVES '23
SPORTS EDITOR
When you're a goalie in
lacrosse, some people might
think you're a little crazy for
choosing this tough position
to play on the field. Facing
a nasty rubber ball ripping
toward you, that leaves
bruises, marks, and dents
on your body, is the reality of
being in net on the lacrosse
field. Yes, it does take a person with a little slice of crazy in their make-up to be a
standout lacrosse goalie. It
also takes courage, skill, and
leadership, and that's the
perfect definition of Gabby
Young, senior lacrosse goalie
and co-captain for the Trinity Women's Lacrosse team.
Spring athletes graduating in the class of 2022 have
had nearly half of their college sports careers ripped
away from them due to the
pandemic. Though the 2022
class has been forced to grapple with this harsh reality,
they are also the only active
class of athletes who have
experienced a normal "pre-

COVID" season. Outside of
today's Trinity seniors, all
classes below them have only
experienced spring athletics
through the lens of COVID
restrictions, and this affords
seniors, like Gabby Young,
a unique vantage point to
lead as a captain. One can
see that come to life as Gabby excitedly shares the team
mottos for this season for the
Trinity lacrosse seniors, "All
In" and "The Last Dance."
The
'lhpod
interviewed Gabby Young '22
about her season and la crosse career here with
the Trinity women's lacrosse team. Young has been
a starting keeper since her
freshman year and has been
a brick wall in net ever since
her debut in 2019. According
to Young, this spring season is flying by for the 2022
women's lacrosse squad, but
it has already been an incredibly memorable and rewarding season for Young.
She shared h er feelings for
not only how special this
season has been so far, but
also how incredible the team

dynamic is for the Bants.
Young discussed the key role
the seniors felt they needed to play this year, as she
said, ''This season has been
one of the best in my four
years here. This season has
been different because the
senior class is the only class
that has played a full season, which is hard for under
classmen at times, but the
leadership of our 11 seniors
has helped the rest of the
team adjust accordingly."
Young goes on to describe
the unique dynamic of this
2022 team, "I say this about
everyone you come into contact with - parents, teammates, coaches - this is the
closest our team has been in
years. The seniors felt that
this would not only benefit
us off the field but would also
help strengthen our connections on the field." Perhaps
that's how Young and the
Trinity women's lacrosse seniors arrived at their team
mottos for this year. When
Young speaks to the mottos
of "All In" and "The Last
Dance," she drives home

how they are all about being
centered around just how
special this group is, as she
says, "This is the last time
this group of girls are dancing together, and if we go all
in this team will succeed."
One of Young's favorite
moments of the season took
place on Saturday, Apr. 9,
when the team faced off
against a NESCAC rival:
the Bowdoin College. The
Bantams pulled off a great
16-14 win against Bowdoin
on a special day at Trinity,
as the 2012 Trinity women's national lacrosse championship team reunited to
watch this game and be
honored at halftime. "My
favorite moment this season was probably having
the 2012 national championship team come back to
watch us play against Bowdoin. We pulled out the win
in a gritty and intense game,
and then were able to watch
and listen to the 2012 team
reminisce on their memories and times at Trinity."
Young fills a tough position on the field that frank-

ly not many others have the
bravery to take on. With the
bruises from the countless
shots taken in practices and
games covering up Young's
legs, she still manages to
lead the strong defensive
unit that the Bantams have
this year. Young knows she
has a critical position to play
on the field, seeing practices
and games play out in real-time from in front of her
net and she makes the most of
it, "I feel like my perspective
as a goalie is a unique one.
I am able to see our attackers every day in practice and
give them feedback as well
as communicating with the
defense. Our defense is able
to make adjustments according to how the game is going,
which is something that not
a lot of other teams can do."
With critical regular
season
games
lined-up
in the coming weeks, the
Bantam women are ready
to storm the field, and no
doubt fiery sparks of leadership will be coming from in
front of the cage again from
co-captain Gabby Young.

Trinity Baseball Defeats Bowdoin After Initial Loss
LILY IVES '23
SPORTS EDITOR
What started off with a
15 _6 loss, ended with two
strong wins for the Trinity
Baseball team. The Trinity
College baseball squad kicked
off their competition·filled
weekend series versus NESCAC (New England Small
College Athletic Conference)
foe: the Bowdoin College Polar Bears on Friday, Apr. 8.
After the first Friday game,
if Bowdoin thought the result
of that opening game would
carry across the weekend,
they were sorely wrong as
a doubleheader played the
very next day secured Trinity the win and all the glory.
On Saturday, Apr. 9th,
The Bantams would also
sweep the Polar Bears in

a double header. The second inning of game one was
filled with home run, after
home run, after home run
for Trinity, as sophomore
Sean Meth, senior Colin
Mann, and sophomore Bennett Teceno all went yard.
Even with a furious late
6th inning surge by Bowdoin, Trinity held on to win
8-6 with senior Bantam
pitcher Cooper McGrath
getting his fourth win of the
season and senior William
Simone his second save.
In the second game of the
doubleheader the Bantams
completely throttled Bowdoin, shutting them out 7-0.
First-year pitcher Michael
Aceto showcased an absolutely dominant performance,
pitching eight shutout innings and striking out nine

Polar Bears. Senior William
Simeone again took to the
mound, closing out the game,
pitching a one-two-three inning. The stellar 11 hit Bantam performance was fueled
by sophomore Jack Matthews, junior Patrick Dillon,
sophomore Sean Meth and
first year Tanner Fairchild
all notching two hits each.
The 2022 Trinity baseball
team is now 11 -12 overall
and 4-2 in conference play.
Next up, the Bants face Dean
College in an out of conference game on Tuesday, Apr.
19th at 3:30pm. Trinity will
face the following colleges
and universities later this
month: Salve Regina University, Tufts University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), and Colby College.
The 2022 'Ihnity College

Baseball 'leam includes: the
following members: Luke
Pascarella, Bennett 'leneco,
Tom Rocektt, Justin Olson,
Andrew Tuozzolo, Brandon
Chow, Jimmy Fahey, Jake
Mello,
Tanner Fairchild,
Jake Miller, Colin Mann,
Alex Chang, Ben Reyes, Ty]er Gri.iin, Michael Aceto,

Sam Craven, Jake Leonard,
Thomas Fahey, Sean Meth,
Mike Guanci, Patrick Dillon,
Tyler Colditz, Cameron CrowJey, William Simone, Jack
Mathews, Yoshi Omi-Jarrett,
James
Stefanowiz,
Jonathan Link, Cooper McGrath, Shayne Rice, Ian
Brown, and Franco Garcia.

BANTAM SPORTS

